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Predicts
Band to Start Thursday Designated
Next Year’s Women Attend Rowe
Big Attendance
M eet
Concert Trip
At Track Meet
Curriculum Pullman
As Final Voting Day
Of Federation
On Thursday
“School for Scandal” Property List Also Includes
Is Changed
By Board’s Decision
Portraits Painted by Agnes S. R. Flint;

Oilcloth Settings Background
Cellophane-covered Costumes

Four H e a d Discussion;
Play to Be Thursday, Friday
McKee Appointed
Faculty Approves Report;
To Committee
Nineteen seasoned Masquer actors will parade cellophaneTwenty-six Courses
covered costumes before modernized settings of green oil
Added Friday
Four Montana WAA delegates
cloth Thursday and Friday nights in Richard Brinsley Sheri
dan’s high comedy, “The School for "Scandal.” “It’s something

I predict the biggest meet in
history,” Dr. J. P. Rowe, Inter
scholastic committee chairman, an Eight Towns Will Hear
nounced yesterday. Forty-four en
Musicians During
tries had been received yesterday
with more coming in every mail.
State Tour
“Deadline for entries is May 3
and schools leave them until the
Thirty-eight members of the
last minute,” Dr. Rowe said. The university band will leave Thurs
committee expects over one hun day morning on the band’s third
dred to enter “the biggest Inter annual state tour to give concerts
scholastic meet in the United | in Ronan, Kalispell, Browning, Cut
States.”
Bank, Shelby, Conrad, Choteau
Forty-four schools have entered | an^ Cascade. They will return
246 participants in track, golf, ten-1 Monday night,
nis and declamatory events. The “Dances from Henry VIII,” “RayLittle Theater tournament, han-1mond Overture,” “My Hero” (from
died by the Masquers, has received the Chocolate Soldier) and “Komm
entries from 19 Class B and five Susser Tod” will be included in the
band’s program. Mary Vaughan,
Class A schools.
Billings, will play as flute solos
“Tambourin’’ and “The Flight of
the Bumble Bee.” Ralph Coltrin,
Miles City, will solo on the trom
bone with “The Volunteer” as his
piece, Clarence Bell will give a
cornet solo, “Willow Echoes.”
Humorous n u m b e r s will be
given as a part of the band’s pro
gram. “A Southern Wedding” will
feature Mary Vaughn, flutist,
Eleven Faculty Members bride; Ralph Coltrin, trombonist,

ASMSU President Murphy Emphasizes Importance
Of Casting Ballots; Shaw Will Oppose
Hanraharrfor High Post

returned yesterday from the west
Twenty-six new courses were ern section convention of Athletic
Thursday is the day for final elections, Central board de
edded
to
the
university
curriculum
Federation of College Women in
novel, no doubt about that,” said®cided last week. Voting on 42 ASMSU and class officers will
Friday when the report of the Cur Pullman Thursday through Sun
Chief Technician Bob Warren of
riculum
committee
was
approved
take place between 9 and 12 o’clock, and between 1 and 4
the green oilcloth screens and
day. Helen Sorge, president, and
at a faculty meeting in the journ Betty McKee, president-elect, were
backdrop which form the basis of
o’clock, with polls on the oval as usual. “The final is really
alism auditorium.
the play’s 11 scenes.
official delegates. Mary Bosseler
>the important election,” Peter Mur
Sixteen courses have been added and Margaret Sugg also attended.
phy, ASMSU president, emphasized
Among other specially-made
in
the
College
of
Arts
and
Sciences
McKee was appointed on the
yesterday. “It is essential that
equipment for the play are 17 por
curriculum and 10 in the profes program committee for the next
every member of the student body
traits painted especially for the
Freshmen wUl leave from sional schools.
sectional meeting. Montana’s dele
appear at the polls and vote. The
picture-gallery scene by Art Di
Five were added to the botany gation presided at the panel dis
Main
haU
at
2
o’clock
Friday
to
time and place for voting is con
rector Agnes S. R. Flint.
department: G e n e r a l Botany, cussion on intramural problems.
begin
Freshman
Green
day,
venient
for every student.”
“Significant detail is the keynote
Classification of Spring Flora, Ad
“We feel the convention was ex
John Hanrahan, Greek candi
of properties and setting,” said which will consist of a picnic and vanced Physiology and Ecology,
games
at
the
Montana
Power
tremely
worth
while,
and
we
re
Examination on June 8 for ad date, goes into the presidential
Director Donal Harrington, de
Advanced Taxonomy and Com ceived valuable suggestions toward
mission by the Coast Guard aca race with Independent Stanley
scribing how each set’s few props park. Tentative plans have been parative Morphology.
carying out next year’s activities,”
demy, New London, Connecti Shaw. In the business manager
leave room for Sheridan’s charac made for a mixer in the women’s
Introduction to Philosophy, Ad said President Sorge.
gymnasium following the picnic.
cut, is offered to qualified young finals the distribution Qf 398 votes
ters to parade and gesture.
Transportation will be pro vanced Psychology and Seminar in
Delegates .representing 31 col
men, Major George B. Norris, polled by Norman Stortz, third in
Chief among the promenaders
Recent
Psychological Literature leges attended. The women in
vided b at Bob Walker, freshman
professor of military science, an the primaries, will determine the
will be Robert Kretzer and Carloclass president, urges all fresh are the additions in the psychology spected the nearly completed
outcome between Leroy Purvis and
nounced yesterday.
belle Button as Sir Peter and Lady
men who have cars to bring and philosophy department.
$400,000 women’s gymnasium on
The Coast Guard academy is Paul Chumrau, who polled 427 and
Teazle. Around them revolve plots
Voice and Diction, Technique of the Washington State campus.
them.
not as well known as the Mili 406, respectively, Aber day.
which include the vicious gossip
Poetry and Stagecraft have been
WSC women’s swimming squad
tary academy at West Point or
Store Contenders
Original plans for Green day
circle headed by Lady Sneerwell
added in the English department. demonstrated formation swimming
John Dolan, Doug Williams, Jack
the Naval academy at Annapolis,
(Continues on P age Four)
(Violet Thomson) and the affairs were to invite all freshmen but
Life Drawing was added to the Thursday night. Orchesis, honorary
Receive Requests
although it offers the same op Hogan and Paul Lowney contend
of the Surface brothers, Charles the drive for funds fell short and fine arts curriculum and Intro
portunities. The essential differ for the two Store board positions.
To Talk
and Joseph (Tom Campbell and only the students who paid 50 ductory Business Mathematics in dance group, gave modern expres
sion dances Saturday night.
ence is that admission to the Dolan, with 738, led his nearest
cents will be entitled to attend
Koyne Osborne).
the mathematics department.
C o a s t Guard academy is ob opponent in the primaries, Wil
the picnic.
Eighteen
Montana
high
schools
Jack Wright will have another
Three new courses in the history
tained by competitive examina liams, by 216 votes.
The picnic lunch will be served and political science department
have requested eleven university
important role as Sir Oliver Sur
tion rather than appointment
Merritt Warden, unopposed can
faculty members to speak at com
face, uncle of the two Surface at 5:30 o’clock at the park and are Early Modern Europe, Theories
didate Aber day for chairman of
games
will
be
arranged
by
the
mencements
this
year.
President
brothers, who enters the play in
of the State and Government Reg
the board of directors of the Stu
George Finlay Simmons heads the
cognito, determined to find out for entertainment committee.
ulation of Business.
dent Reserve Fund corporation,
list with speeches at Wibaux, Miles Staff Has 210 on Mailing List
himself the characters of his two
Four were added to the curricu
will have Carl Chambers, write-in
To
Principals,
Teachers
City,
Glendive
and
Corvallis.
nephews.
lum of the school of journalism,
candidate, for opponent.
Throughout State
Missoula, Boulder and Hamilton
three in the school of law, two in
Love-interest will be centered in
Candidates for the two senior
the school of music and one in the Ten Units WUl Battle as Feature high schools have asked Dr. R. L.
Helen Lane as Maria, Sir Peter’s ■
Central board delegate positions
The Sluice Box, campus literary
Of Interscholastic Week,
Housman to speak. Dr. J. E. Mil
ward, sought by both the brothers j * |
TWT a m J - q m n school of pharmacy.
are
James Seyler, Robert Beal,
Says Seymour
ler is scheduled for addresses at magazine, has sent 210 letters to
Surface. As the only natural p e r - |^ ^ * ’
i l l U U l Cl l i d
Advertising Layout and Writing,
Jack Hay and Phil Peterson. Junior
Big Timber and Whitefish, and high school teachers of English
Retail Store Advertising, News
son in the play, Maria will strike a
delegate candidates are James
casting, and Advertising Procedure
sharp contrast to the cellophaned,
Picked freshman and sophomore Professor E. L. Freeman at Cascade throughout the state, inviting con
Browning and Jack Hoon. Rae
tributions for the special Inter
were added to the school of journ teams will compete in three tug- and Sunburst.
white-wigged fops and scandal
State
Board
of
Education
Greene and John Kujich are sopho
of-wars and a flag race Thursday
alism curriculum.
mongers.
Dr. Ludvig G. Browman will scholastic edition, E d i t o r Phil
more delegate candidates.
Ratifies Promotions
during Interscholastic Track meet, speak at Anaconda, A. C. Cogswell Payne announced yesterday.
Assisting Lady Sneerwell in the State Oratorical Contests
Class Candidates
Working from a mailing list
according to Leroy Seymour, Tra at Columbia Falls, James N. Holm
Of Ten Men
tale-spreading will by Boyd CochClass position candidates are:
which included nearly every high
Won by Wilkinson
ditions board chairman.
at Harrison, Dr. Edward M. Little
rell as the wily Snake and come
Senior—President, Bill Lazetich
Fifty freshmen and 50 sopho at Stockett-Sand Coulee, Professor s c h o o l in the state, Sluice Box
dians A1 Fluto and Virgil McNabb
Faculty promotions ratified by and John Alexander; vice-presi
And Coombs
staff members wrote to principals
mores will be divided i n t o ten
H. Ramskill at Ringling, Dr.
playing the coy Sir Benjamin
the state board of education at its dent, Judy Preston and Ruth Christ e a m s of 10 each. Six teams, Harold Tascher at White Sulphur and teachers of English explain quarterly meeting have been an tiani; treasurer, Doris Quaiqtance
Backbite and his press-agent-like
Richard Wilkinson, orator, and
three each of sophomore and Springs and Dr. M. C. Turney at ing the nature and purpose of The nounced by President George Fin and Bob Milodragovich; secretary,
uncle, Crabtree.
Walter Coombs, extemporaneous
Sluice Box, type of material want
freshman groups, will have tugs- Alberton.
lay Simmons.
Peggy Carrigan and Ann PicJean Burnett will be the prying speaker, gave Montana a double
ed and form to be followed in
of-war and Seymour says that a
All commencements take place sending contributions.
Mrs. Candour. Owen Coombe will victory in the Oratorical associa
Instructors who have been pro- chioni.
fire hose will be turned on the late in May, except the gradua
Junior — President, Sally Hop
mated
to
assistant
professorships
play Rowley, old friend of Sir tion contests here Saturday after
High school writers may submit
B u t t e Juniors, Seniors losers.
tion in Missoula, which takes place poetry, articles, sketches, essays or are Charles W. Bloom, forest en kins and Dwight Millegan; vicePeter. Harold Hanson and Robert noon and night.
The
other
four
teams
will
be
June 9.
Spicher will be Bumper and Care
Declared Eligible
short stories. The Sluice Box staff gineering; Andrew C. Cogswell, president, John Poe and Josephine
Coombs, with the general ex
stationed at intervals on Mount
less, roistering friends of Charles temporaneous topic of “Democracy
will select and print one or two of journalism; Dr. R. A. Diettert, bot Maury; treasurer, Gwendolyn Ben
Sentinel to the M. One freshman
For Awards
son and Robert Doull; secretary,
Surface, while Meril Carter is cast or What?” survived the trial round
the best examples in each class. A any; E. L. Marvin, psychology.
and
one
sophomore
team
will
each
as Moses, the honest _____
Jewish I an(j won ji,e gnaj confer speaking
Dr. B. E. Thomas, acting head of Walter Elliott and Frances Price.
free copy of the magazine will go
Junior and senior students from pass up a flag and pass back a
Sophomore — President, Verne
money-lender.
to each student whose work is the department of modem lan
on “Can Democracy Succeed?”
Butte are eligible for a scholarship baton. The other teams will pass
Jack Chisholm, Bud Stokes, I Wilkinson was best of six speak- loan from the Silver Bow chapter the baton up and pass down the
published and another copy will guages for a year, has been pro- Christenson and Bill Scott) vicepresident,
Helen Faulkner and
mted to the chairmanship. Dr. G.
Joyce Hovland and Robert Hender- ers with his oration on “America’s of the Daughters of the American flags; the group passing the flag
be sent to his school library.
son will play the servants of the Dilemma.”
“We won’t raise the price,” an B. Castle, acting chairman of the Agnes Weinschrott; treasurer, Ha
Revolution, according to a bulletin down first will win.
Two track mixers will be enter
zel Vial and Helen Tucker; sec
various characters.
Walter Vanaman of the School of from the chapter. The offer applies
The class that wins three of the tainment features at the Student nounced Business Manager Jim zoology department, was promoted retary, Joan Kennard and Winnie
Students may secure reserved Mines won second place in the ex to all units of the Greater Univer five contests will be declared win Union building Thursday and Fri Browning, “although the Inter to chairman.
Promotions from assistant to as Gordon.
seats for the play by presenting temporaneous contest, while C. sity of Montana.
ner, Seymour said. The tugs-of- day nights of Interscholastic week, scholastic issue will be larger and
their ASMSU cards at the Student Winston Borgen of Intermountain
Butte students may request ap war will be Thursday morning and Grace Johnson said yesterday. The more varied than either of the sociate professor are Edwin W.
Briggs, law; Dr. Gordon B. Castle,
Union office.
and Carroll O’Rourke of Carroll plication blanks and information the flag race Thursday afternoon. building manager has engaged first two editions.”
zoology; Stanley Teel, music, and
---------------------------college tied for third.
from any member of the D. A. R.
Jean Carroll’s orchestra to play
NOTICE
M. M. Thompson, law.
| Edmund' Fern, former student scholarship loan committee, which
Thursday and Willy Grenier’s, Fri
Catherine McKeel will be di
tO
at the University of Bombay and reserves the right to reject any or
day.
Decorations committee for Track rector of South hall, Eleanor Mc
...
now attending the School of Mines all applications.
Pennants for each high school Meet dance will meet at 4 o’clock Arthur of North hall and the new
“M club will be host to several
a scholarship, was runner-up in
Committee members are Mrs. E.
entering the meet will decorate this afternoon in the E l o i s e hall for upperdass women, and of Montana’s outstanding scholas
_
J
J oratory with “A Plea for the Inde- J. Strasburger, 303 South Idaho
the Gold room. All three ball Knowles room.
Caroline Griffith of Corbin hall tic athletes during the Interscho
pendence of India.” Joseph Mackin street; Mrs. J. R. Thomas, 915 West
rooms will be open.
lastic meet,” announced Jim SpelWAA will sponsor the annual 0f Carroll college won third with Galena street, and Mrs. 0 . C. KistContestants in the meet may
Valley Play day for high schools. “Keep America Democratic.”
man, club president, yesterday. M
ter, 625 West Granite, all in Butte.
enter the dances free. The mixers
in Ravalli and Missoula counties | _______________________ _
club meets in the club meeting
will begin after the Interscholastic
Saturday. rlorence-uamon,
Florence-Carlton, Stevodiuiudy.
otev - 1
• 1 m
"■ t \
T 'As“has been
c dod'
the custom, the
Committee Outlines Plans events scheduled for Thursday and
ensville, Hamilton, Darby, CorvalFriday nights, are finished.
lis, Victor and Missoula county
Grizzly lettermen will escort the
For Beautification
high schools have entered
high
school
men
about
the campus
Dear Students of MSU:
I chew. Just recently we heard of
Of Campus
Play day will feature basketball,
For two years I have been a tra- ® dentist who invented a set of and be ready to help them at any
Sons and Daughters
volleyball, track and individual
time,” continued Spelman. “In do
dition on your campus. E a c h doggy dentures for his pet, but we
■Journalism and Art buildings
sports. The day officially will
To Turn in Names
,
common camnes can t afford such ing this we feel that we can de
morning I come at 7 o’clock and | iuxur;es
open at 9 o'clock and will conclude ASMSU Will Sponsor Initial Interscholastic Affair grounds will be partially land
velop a better spirit among these
at night with a “splash party.”
scaped this spring, Dr. J. W. Sevstay
until
all
students
have
gone
My pals and I just love to chase men and turn their thoughts of
Sons and daughters of Montana
To Be Given by Students; General Chairman
WAA members will serve a picnic
ery, campus development commit State university alumni are re-1 home. I am a German Shepherd things, and we don’t care what we higher education to our univer
Announces Committeemen
lunch for contestants on the lawn
tee chairman, said last week. Some quested to submit names of parents dog, and my one aim in life is to chase. We really do care, but we sity, a place where they should
in front of the women’s gymna
Work will be done to relieve bare who attended school here, together make students happy. I retrieve can’t complain when someone be.”
sium.
Club members will acquaint
“The first official Interscholastic dance sponsored by ASM ness around the new women’s with their own names, in boxes in for anyone.,
carelessly throws us rocks. We
Mary Bosseler, Play day man SU will be May 14 in the Gold room,” announced General dormitory, but much will be left the Students’ store and in Main
I am partial to male students. I just have to chase ’em and accept themselves with the list of ath
ager, expects approximately 120
until next year.
letes
and discuss arrangements for
hall. Maiden names of mothers don’t care a bit for the co-eds, and the consequences. .
high school girls as guests. Con“ j Chairman June Paulson yesterday. Various groups have spon
The committee has outlined fur should be included.
During the last few months my |
annua* spring picnic at tothe faculty members are old fogies.
testants compete on color teams sored track meet dances, according to Miss Paulson, but the ther plans for campus beautifica
This information will be used in I suppose it’s the woman’s intui- teeth and the teeth of my pals are j n*Sht s meeting,
with no distinction according to 1938 Interscholastic dance will be®tion if funds allow. Projects the next edition of the alumni bul- tion.
being slowly worn to the gums.
schools in order to insure close the first of, for and by the students. Nan Shoemaker, Jeanette Mac- planned include improvement of letin May 15.
Recently two other dogs have Take a’ look at them some day. My I pj^ Delta pfal Initiates
Under Chairman Paulson are Mahon, Dick Pope, Andy Hoffmeis- Student Union and L i b r a r y
l competition.
---------------------------followed me to the campus, a rd incisors are almost gone, and my I1 _ ~
Working Alex Tidball, Bill Sulli ter, Sara Frey, Mel Snyder and grounds.
DR s a l e WILL SPEAK
. U*16 three of us, I suppose, make front teeth are worn to the gums. | Students and Instructor
van, Pat Brennan, Agnes Wein- Jack Hoon.
Improvement of parking facili
the nicest pets of which any cam-1 One of them is badly infected. |
-------------gSIMMONS W ILL ATTEND
AT PRE-MED MEETING
schrott, Mabelle Gould, Mary
“We hope that this dance will ties near the men’s gymnasium,
pus can boast. I have taught them I Such a condition may -not be fatal 1 Seven students and one faculty
CONFERENCE IN HELENA
Strom, Jack Hogan, Elaine Baskett, start a tradition for a student- Forestry and Journalism buildings
to chase, objects, too. Lately stu- but it is very painful. I have my member were intiated into Phi
IJoe Pomajevich, Bob Pantzer, Mel sponsored Track Meet dance every is under way. A parking lot behind
Dr. George Sale, assistant uni- dents have been throwing rocks beauty to retain. Imagine the real Delta Phi, men’s national profes
^.President George Finlay Sim- Singleton, Jimmy Wheaton, Dwight year,” said Miss Paulson. “We feel the Law building is nearing com- versity physician, will speak at the for us to retrieve; in fact, one of G a r b o with her bicuspids worn sional legal fraternity, Saturday
mons will attend a meeting of the Millegan, Leroy Purvis and Nonie Ithat the Track Meet dance should pletion.
night in the law building.
regular Pre-medic club meeting a t | my pals won’t chase anything but j down to the gums!
state forum conference in Helena Lynch.
be an all-university affair and an
Severy pointed out the area be 8 o’clock Wednesday in the large rocks.
I So if students persist in tossing! New initiates are Herbert ConWednesday. Conducted by Mrs.
Phil Payne and Jack Hogan will integral part of Interscholastic and tween the Law and Student Union meeting room of the Student Union.
Now we dogs as well as humans more and more rocks, I find that rad, Conrad; Neil Heily, Columbus;
Lula Griswold, national field rep- handle publicity. Agnes Wein- Intercollegiate Track week,
buildings as one example that will Dr. Sale will explain different chew with our teeth. Without I can’t have my bone and eat it, Wilbur Hirst, Missoula; Burke Mcresentative, the conference will schrott and Mary Strom will invite
“The profits from the dance will increase campus grass upkeep, and fractures and their proper treat them our food won’t digest and we too, and eventually Garbo will be Namer, Shelby; Charles Sande,
consider adult civic education chaperons.
go directly into the Associated Stu- the Interfratem ity turf field as an ment.
suffer indigestion. When our teeth a dog of the past.
I Laurel; Bernard Thomas, Terry,
-through public forums in Montana.
Elaine Baskett will head the dec- j dents fund at a time when money other. Initial cost of grassing in
Yours for more sticks and
and Meredith Watts, Helena,
At the conclusion of the talk club wear out and we’re old and gray,
Other state education officials have orations committee, assisted by is most needed by all campus or- these areas is carried by other members will elect officers for the we die of starvation. Humans can i
less rocks,
Russell Smith, instructor in law,
been invited.
| Katherine Cope, Mabelle Gould, | ganizations.
buy
false
teeth
with
which
to
GARBO,
was
initiated as honorary member.
agencies.
coming year.

Tentative Plans
For Green Day
Are Completed

Military School
Will Give Test
For Admission

S c h o o l s A sk
For Sp eak ers
At Graduations

Schools Invited
To Submit Copy
For Sluice Box

First-Year Men
Will Tug, Race
50 Sophomores

Advancements
A re Released
By Sim m ons

Winning Tallis

Double Victory

DAR Chapter
W ill Sponsor
Student Loans

Track Mixers
Are Scheduled

WAA Sponsor
Valley r lay Day on

S e v e r y Says
Improvements
W ill Continue

ITgt U lllC ia l 1 FSCk D anC e

Is Announced for May 14

Club to Be Host
For Contestants

G arbo A p p e a ls to S tu d en ts
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DON LARSON

Czechoslovakia—
A Democracy in Danger
By ED ERLANDSON
Germany’s recent annexation of Austria
has placed the small liberal republic of
Czechoslovakia in a perilous position. Formed
by World war treaties, the democracy, a con
tinental crossroad composed of six or seven
different nationalities including Germans, has
been one of Hitler’s goals since his rise.
Hitler considers the Sudetan Germans in
western Czechoslovakia as part of the total
German state, although their land was not
included in Bismark’s Germany. He undoubt
edly will make every effort to include them
in Germany proper.
One hope to the Czechs, his promise to
Europe that he would rely on spontaneous
rising within countries where German minori
ties exist to reunite Germany, was blasted
when he annexed Austria.
With conscription of a million men possible,
the best arms factory in Europe, and treaties
with France and Russia, Czechoslovakia had
considered herself reasonably safe from in
vasion. Now, with friendly Austria trans
formed into aggressive Germany, the country
would be attacked on three sides and in case
of sudden undeclared war would be without
allies.
If invaded, the Czechs may either draw in
their defense lines leaving German minorities
outside, or hold present lines and depend on
French and Russian aid. The outlook is ex
tremely dubious, for even though she become
a small solid state of seven million Czechs,
she will be surrounded by Germans and so
situated that she will have little independence.
—Sir Herbert Ames prize-winning editorial.

The Professor’s
Answer
Your editorial beginning “Dear Professor”
expresses a sense of disillusionment with the
prospects for world peace and democracy.
By implication it accuses us teachers of mis
leading your generation, yet by direct invita
tion it requests some principle to which the
youth of today can cling in these ominous
times.
If your faith in democracy was a belief that
representative government is the best thing
for all people at all times and therefore des
tined to sweep the world in an ever mounting
tide, then certainly your professors were at
fault. That sounds more like political oratory
than academic lectures. If our praises of
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
-------ATTENTION university seniors
and graduates seeking employ-

democracy led you to this opinion, we apolo
gize. We should have taught that democracy
is dependent upon certain conditions of edu
cation and well-being and social organization,
that it cannot be grafted successfully upon
every political trunk, and that established
democracies may be overthrown if the essen
tial conditions are allowed to disappear. With
'that knowledge you would have had an active,
jealous faith seeking to promote and retain
democracy, not a simple trust in a magic
formula for solving the ills of the world.
In discussing your ideal of world peace you
refer to your generation as that whose “fath
ers sacrificed their lives that we might live in
security an d . . . world brotherhood.” Forgive
us for not disillusioning you before. Your
fathers thought they were fighting for these
goals and many of them, alas, still think that
the only reason they did not succeed was be
cause the army was prevented from marching
on to Berlin. Others, including most of your
professors, know that the first Wotfd war was
not a struggle between democracy and dicta
torship, but between rival imperialisms with
“democratic” France probably more guilty of
precipitating the conflict than monarchist
Germany. Long before the present crisis your
professors argued that the vindictive Treaty
of Versailles and the violations of the dis
armament and treaty-revision provisions of
the league covenant by the victors made an
other war almost inevitable. If you have
been lulled into a false sense of security, the
crooners were not your professors.
But this disclaimer of responsibility is not
enough. You call for a faith that will sustain
a generation facing the prospect of war and
dictatorship. We are honored by your request,
but the responsibility is great and one profes
sor can speak only for himself. I humbly sug
gest that your real disillusionment should be
with the possibility of ever achieving peace
and democracy through the methods of war
and violence which your fathers tried. Why
not try the alternative method of cooperation
and concession, of giving up some preroga
tives of national sovereignty to get the world
state, yes, of even being willing to give up
temporarily some of the privileges of democ
racy if necessary to avoid war which would
destroy many other precious things besides
democracy? Did not Austrian leaders choose
the lesser of two evils when they yielded to
Hitler and saved Austrian youth and perhaps
the youth of the world from the greater evil
of war?
You also ask for an individual philosophy
of life which shall prove an anchor to wind
ward in the storms of discord and war. Again
I offer only one professor’s opinion. Yet it
is not his alone, but that of many earnest
followers of the Man of Galilee. It is a belief
in the superior efficacy of love over hate, of
giving rather than grasping, of non-violence
instead of violence. It is one of the hardest
philosophies to practice, yet the most satisfy
ing and the most constructive in the long run.
•He who would live must be willing to die.
The traditional method of dying while killing
those of another flag has been tried for gen
erations with the chaos of 1938 as its culmina
tion. The least that intelligent youth can do
is to try a different way. I recommend one
which has proved its worth in individual lives
and with your leadership may yet end the
quarrels in the family of nations—R.B.P., a
Professor, in the Daily Troja^.

| ment: The American Student Alliance offers you contacts with the
l e a d i n g industrial organizations
throughout the entire country. For

The one gift that really
expresses your affection

additional information a d d r e s s
American Student Alliance, 754
Holly Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota,
enclosing 10 cents correspondence
charge.
26-29-3
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

MONTANA
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EXHUMED

Society
ATO Secretary
Visits Chapter

<?

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Thursday, May 5
Stewart Daniels, grand national
“School for Scandal”__________
secretary of Alpha Tau Omega, is
.........Masquer Major Production
visiting the chapter for a few days
Friday, May 6
this week.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Formal_____
_________ ___Happy Bungalow
Mary Bosseler, Missoula, attend Delta Delta Delta________ Formal
ed the WAA convention in Pull Sigma Chi______Spring Handicap
man this week-end.
Freshman Play Day__ _______
Muriel Nelson, Missoula, and
_________Montana Power Park
Gloria Proctor, Stevensville, were
Saturday, May 7
Sunday dinner guests of Alpha Sigma Nu Dinner Dance_______
Delta PI.
__________________ Gold Room
Kay Thayer, Helena, and Lois Kappa Delta Formal__________
Clayton, Butte, were week-end
— ------------------ Copper Room
guests of Alpha Phi.
Betty Matthews was a Sunday Phi Sigs
dinner guest of Alpha Phi.
Give Chapter Smoker
Mrs. C. F. Leigh and Esther JaPhi Sigma Kappa entertained at
russi, Townsend, were week-end a smoker Thursday night tor alum
guests of Louise Jarussi at North ni, actives and pledges.
hall.
Maybelle Willard was the dinner
Beatrice Cook, Elgin, Oregon,
guest of Harriet Wolcott at North was a Thursday dinner guest of
hall Thursday night.
Enid Buhmiller at North hall.
Mrs. T. F. O’Connell, Butte, vis
ited her daughter, Drea, this week
ADPis Entertain
end
at North hall.
Mothers’ Club
Irene Stimson, Poison, spent
Alpha Delta Pi entertained the
Mothers’ club at a buffet supper several days in Bozeman attending
High School week events.
Monday night. Mrs, L. T. Merman and Mrs. G.
A. Johnson, Portland; Dr. Kather
Rita Walker, Poison, was the
ine
McHale, New York City; Mrs.
week-end guest of her sister, Jes
Jenny Maco, Poison, and Edith
sie, at North hall.
North hall residents who spent Wagner, Terry, were Saturday din
ner guests at Corbin hall.
the week-end out of town were
Mabel Nelson, Martinsdale; Eliza
beth Parker, Livingston; June Mc Delta Delta Delta
Leod, Arlee; Edna Ann Galt, Great Holds Initiation
Falls; Dorothy Dyer, Brady; Cath
Delta Delta Delta held formal
erine McLaughlin, Helena; Laura initiation Saturday night for Jose
Matson, Corvallis; Frances Man- phine Bugli, Missoula; Peggy Carl
uell, Butte, and Helen Lewis, son, Choteau; Winnie Gordon, Fort
Drummond.
Benton; Mary Gibsoh, Havre; AnAgnes Robinson has not returned netta Grunert, Butte; Dorothy Mil
from Stevensville as yet because of ler, Conrad; Rachel Trask, Deer
her brother’s illness.
Lodge; Jessie Walker, Poison;
Wanda Williams, Boulder, and
Jean Winters, Bonner.
DG’s Entertain

Missoula Girls

Jeanne Bailey, Glendive, and
Delta Gamma entertained Mis Joyce Hovland, Missoula, were
soula high school girls at tea at
Sunday dinner guests of Delta
4 o’clock Sunday afternoon.
Delta Delta.
Margaret Jane Lyons spent the
Delta Gamma entertained alum week-end In Helena.
nae and their husbands at a buffet
Owen Bateman, Libby, was a
dinner Thursday night.
week-end guest of Theta Chi.
W. F. Preston, Great Falls, was
a Sunday dinner guest of Delta Sigma Nus
Gamma.
Entertain KD’s
Donna Clayburgh, Harlowton,
Sigma Nu entertained members
was a Sunday dinner guest of Delta
of Kappa Delta at a dessert dance
Gamma.
Jean Rogers, Lewistown, and Thursday night.
Doris Rauch, Spokane, were house
guests this week-end of Delta
Gamma.
Kay Shrine, Great Falls, was a
week-end guest of Kappa Alpha
Theta.
Corbin hall women who spent
the week-end out of town were
Rhoda Sporleder, Conrad; Mary
Ellen Robison, Choteau; Catherine
McKeel, Thompson Falls; Helen
McKee, Pullman; Constance Ed
wards, Great Falls; Dawn Farrar,
Butte; Lois Rice and Frances Rombosek, Eureka.
Polly Steele spent the week-end
visiting in Butte.
Mrs. D. B. Bolton, Lewistown,
was a Friday luncheon guest of
Kappa Alpha Theta.
Hope Galusha, Helena, was a
week-end guest of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
Jessie Walton, Missoula, was a
Sunday dinner guest of Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
Vemetta Shepard, Washoe, was
a Thursday dinner guest of Sigma
Kappa.

HO-HUM
Now at last
Spring has sprung—
Even Seniors
Look quite young.
It looks as though some members
of the present freshman class
Aren't content to let an old tradi
tion wither up and pass,
They went out and climbed the
mountain and they painted
and they painted
It was really quite surprising that
so small a number fainted.
So hail the Class of ’4l, all credit
be to them!
For they cheered up China Sey
mour when they painted up
the M.
How did you like the Freshman
Kaimin?
The one that came out Friday,
Aimin.
Trivia wrote so good a column
It made EXHUMED feel rather
solumn.
It even made Bunny Vial
Curse a bit, then smial.

U N I- S U P

Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735

Dr. W. H. Pardis

Order Your Mother’s Day
Photograph Today!
On Mother’s Day, May 8, your mother will
measure your gift in terms of sentiment,
not in terms of dollars and cents. And what
could express your sentiment better than a
beautifully framed portrait of YOU?

ACE WOODS STUDIO
112 South Higgins

Phone 5364

Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

PHONE 4737

W IL M A
LAST TIMES TODAY

(Continued on P age Four)

"The
Adventures of
Tom Sawyer”

Thurs.-Fri.
Matinee and Night

Don’t Miss This
Splendid Picture
— Also —

The Missoula Klwanls
Club presents its 1938
Child Welfare Benefit
18 BEAUTIES!
8 BIG ACTS!
10 SWING KINGS!

"March of Time”
STARTS SATURDAY

"Test Pilot”
Clark Gable
Myma Loy
Spencer Tracy

R IA L T O

EVERY MINUTE OF THE
HOUR —
With the end of the year getting
closer every minute, the problem
of time-wasting again becomes a
paramount issue. Waking up just
in time to miss your 6 o’clock again
you realize that here it is Wednes
day (or Thursday, as the case may
Andrus were chaperons at the Al
pha Phi formal Saturday night in
the Gold room.
Jane Leonard, Butte; Bill Giltner, Missoula, and Dick Armeling,
Thompson, Falls, were Sunday
dinner guests of Sigma Nu.
Bob Severance, Great Falls, vis
ited the Sigma Nu house Sunday.
Members of Sigma Chi enter
tained their Mothers’ d u b at a tea
Sunday at the house.
Alpha Tau Omega announces the
pledging of Eugene Barsness, Medi
cine Lake.
James Dion, Helena, was a guest
this week-end of Phi Delta Theta.
Sigma Kappa entertained at an S
informal radio dance at the house
Friday night.

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

RONALD REAGAN
— In —

"ACCIDEN TS
W IL L H A PPEN ”
— Also —

Sally Eilers - Paul Kelly
— In —

“N U RSE FROM
BROO KLYN”

L IB E R T Y

ON THE SCREEN
The Jones Family in
“A TRIP TO PARIS”

FAMILY NIGHT
RONALD COLEMAN

“ Prisoner of Zenda”

W IL M A -

— Also —
KAY FRANCIS

Get Your Tickets Now
From Any Kiwanian!

"FIRST "LADY”

The Missoula Drug Company
And the

j

Fox Wilma Theatre
Announce their

j

Photographic Contest
Open to all Amateurs
Prizes to the value of

j

.00
She budgeted her beauty
work by going to the

Inquire for further details at our
photographic department.

Modern Beauty
School

Missoula Drug Co.
Hammond Arcade Buildin&r

*1.25

J Ida Pearson

Finger Wave..................25c
................. 25c
Shampoo
Permanents.^..... - $2 and up
Hammond Arcade — 4693

F resh
C rispy

REMEMBER

(

MOTHER

F o rm ats

Send Her Flowers — a Token of Love

C O M M U N IT Y
-----------------o ■■
LAST TIMES TONITE

Deanna Durkin

and Affection

... for...

HEINRICH’S

S P R IN G

— In —

Dr. E. L. Williams

New Method Cleaners
We Use
DuPont Triclene

Why don’t you?

Streamlines the Figure
i

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

All this sounds
Rather dumb.
Spring fever—
Ho-humb.

Alpha Chi Omega held formal
initiation Saturday night for Elea
nor Warren, Glasgow.
Dr. and Mrs. Donald M. Hetler,
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Garlington,
Dr. and Mrs. James N. Holm, Mrs.
Margaret Phillips and Mrs. W. W.

House Frocks
*1 and *1.95

be) and nothing done yet.
You decide that the trouble is
you never turn your spare mo
ments to any account. For in
stance, look at the time your mind
wastes while you’re lacing your
shoes. You could be thinking
over economics problems while
you lace your shoes, but what do
you do? You wonder Jiow four
bits is going to last two weeks. Is
that constructive thinking?
Unless you figure out some way
to borrow an extra buck, it is not.
All right. Now beginning with
the right shoe, consider the Hull

Priced
at

"IOO MEN AND
A G IR L ”
— Plus —
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

$6 9°

— In —

"NO D O CTO R"
STARTS WEDNESDAY
All Seats 25c

Phil Regan
— In —

"Happy Go Lucky” i

We have meats that are outstanding values. For bet
ter, more wholesome, and, best of all, appetizing meals
come to us. You will enjoy eating meats picked for their
quality and inspected to insure your health.

Dainty

Evening Slippers

— And —

$ 2 9 8

"I Cover the W ar” j

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.

Thrilling adventures of the
newsreel cameramen,
starring

115 W. Front St.—Phone 2181

JOHN WAYNE
Evening Shows Start at 6:30

Branch — MODEL MARKET — Phone 2835
I

J. C. P E N N E Y C O .

f
f

THE
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INTERFRATERNTTY
BASEBALL STANDINGS
L.
0
0
2
4
4
4
4
5
6

W.
..... 6
6
3
.... 4
SAE . .
3
Sigma Chi
3
2
1
Phi Sigs ____ _C_ i
Team—
Mavericks
ATO

Pet.
1.000
1.000
.600
.500
.428
.428
.333
.166
.142

Emigh, Eiselein Break
Two Track Records
As MSU Wins Meet

MONTANA

KAIMIN

Whadja Say, John?
By JOHN CAMPBELL-----------------------------

Page Three

Alpha Taus,
Independents
Top League

INTERFRATERNITY
BATTING AVERAGES

BANQUET TUESDAY

Howard Flint, Maverick, took
over the lead of the Interfratemity
league batters with four hits out of
five times at bat. Mud Kruzic,
ATO, continued in second place
with eight hits out of 15 trips to the
plate, according to Don Sundquist,
official scorer.
Jimmy Paulson, Sigma Nu, has a
.666 average but has not partici
pated in enough games to be listed
among the top twelve. Last week’s
leader, Lou Brundage, Sig, dropped
to a. tie for third.
AB H
Pet.
Flint, Mav .
4
- 5
.800
Kruzic, ATO
15
8
.533
Dale Galles, PDT__ 8
4
.500
Brundage, S X __ _ 6
3
.500
Vaupel, M av ___ -17
8
.470
Greene, M av ___ -15
7
.466
Tabor, TC
13
6
.461
Newton, P S K __ -13
6
.461
R. Scheartl, Mav__11
5
.454
Wheaton, PDT
_9
4
.444
Hammer, SX
.12
5
.417
Stone, SX
_12
5
.417

Pi Mu Epsilon, honorary mathe
matics fraternity, will have its an
nual banquet Tuesday, May 10, in
the Student Union.

TRACK TALK . . .
NOTICE
Reports of notable feats on the cinders are coming in about
General arrangements commit
Maverick and Alpha Tau Omega
as fast as the Interscholastic entries.
tee for track meet dance will meet
The Kankakee Komet, Montana’s sophomore sprinting sen baseball nines still top the Inter
at 5 o’clock Wednesday in the
fraternity league with six wins
Grizzlies Beat Whitman Missionaries 85-51 Saturday; sation, left two trails of hot cinders in his wake as he broke and no losses, as a result of week
Eloise Knowles room.
and equalled two Grizzly track records, one of them his own. end play. The two high-powered
Jim Seyler Gains Individual Honors
Jack Emigh, in running the 220-yard dash in 20.7 seconds outfits meet at 4 o’clock Thursday
With Double Victory and Tie
against Whitman, now holds the Pacific Coast northern divi afternoon at the South Higgins
Walford Electric Co.
park.
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
j
Two records were broken and one tied as Montana tracksters sion record for the furlong. The old mark was 20.8 seconds Phi Delta Theta plays Sigma Phi
held
by
Lee
Orr
of
Washington
State.
Emigh
also
flew
down
Phone 3566
outclassed a touted Whitman college cinder aggregation, 85
Epsilon at 4 o’clock this afternoon.
to 51, on Domblaser field Saturday for a second consecutive the path for a 9.7 seconds 100-yard dash, tying the state record
Mavericks, 20; Sigma Chi, 4
Exclusively Electrical j
victory of the season. In the other feature of the double-bill held by long-geared Russ Sweet and diminutive Roy Peden, Maverick hitters went around
the
batting order twice and well
both
of
Miles
City.
dual meet Butte high school eked^
John Russell Emigh has branded himself as the fastest into the third to smash out 14 runs
out a 61 1-3 to 60 2-3 verdict over ler took first in the broad jump and
high jump and tied for first in the sprinter ever to wear the colors of Montana—and he’s just in the second inning of the rainy
Missoula high.
three-inning Sig game Sunday
pole
vault.
In
attempting
a
new
Jack “Electric” Emigh, Grizzly
started.
morning.
speeder, continued h i s cinder- record in the high jump, Seyler
And
speaking
of
starting,
wait
until
Emigh
smooths
out
his
Stan Davison’s team scored five
burning exploits when he smashed narrowly missed 6 feet 2 inches.
off-the-blocks form. He’ll have to practice during the week runs on four errors in the initial
Other Firsts
his week-old 220-yard dash record
inning. The Sigs connected on
Frank Stejer, handicapped by because there are only relays at Bozeman next Saturday.
by stepping the furlong in 20.7 sec
onds. The mark not only broke his lack of practice, unfurled a win
P.S.: Emigh runs like the headlines in the frosh Kaimin clean singles and several walks to
See the
score four runs in their half of
own state record but also estab ning heave in the discus, Holm- edition—rocket style.
the first.
lished a new Pacific Coast northern quist came through in the javelin
In perfect form, A1 Eiselein got an even break in Saturday’s Vaupel started the rodeo in the Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
division record. The former divi and Wayne Gitchell easily won the
Pleated Style
sion 220-yard dash record was 20.8 two-mile grind to give Montana joust. Narry a barrier bent as Eiselein broke one hurdle mark second with a single that scored
other firsts. Grizzlies captured 10 by a tenth of a second, then missed the other state hurdle mark Rothwell and Greene. Herbert,
held
by
Lee
Orr
of
Washington
The
Quality Makes
|
for the
]
STUDENTS
first places, making clean sweeps by the same margin. Eiselein is nothing short of the best Gwynn, Elliot, G r e e n e , Dick
State.
If You Have N ot Tried the
the Price Dramatic
Scheartl, Rothwell and Johnny
in
the
high
and
low
hurdles,
high
Ties Record
hurdler in Grizzly track annals.
Scheartl followed with power New Fashion Barber Shop
jump, broad jump and the twoYou Have N ot Tried th e Best
Earlier in the day Emigh ran the
Bob White of Montana State ran the 100 last week-end in drives that brought in teammates.
mile.
100-yard dash in 9.7 seconds to tie
Whitman showed a talented ar 9.6 seconds, with the wind. White seems to be a better 100- Vaupel made the last run in the
with Touch Control
the state record held jointly by
Phone
2355 W. H . DOBSLOFF, Prop.
third
with
a
homer
over
the
left
ray of tracksters who grabbed five- yard man than he is a 220 man.
I
"CHUCK” GACGHAN
Grizzlies Russell Sweet and Roy
pointers in the quarter, half and
Idaho staged a surprise by downing Washington State by field barrier.
j 314 N. Higgins
Phone 23231 Peden. Another Montana cinder
Batteries: Mavericks, Greene
mile runs, shotput and both relays.
10 points in a dual meet. Curt Leford, WSC cinder marvel, and Rothwell; Sigs, Brundage, Tidstar, A1 Eiselein, lowered his own
Coach Martin presented a splendid
state 120-yard high hurdles record
mile relay foursome that clicked ran the 220 in 20.7 seconds, but he also had a breeze at his ball and Hammer.
Barker Bakery
by one-tenth of a second when he
ATO, 5; SAE, 2
off the event in 3:26.2. Pat Kilby, back. Leford’s time is not recognized because of a nine-mile
skimmed over the high sticks in
And Delicatessen
Mud
Kruzic’s
homerun
drive
Norris and Hank Fairbanks won gale and a three-mile velocity is the limit allowed for official
14.9 seconds. Eiselein later won
Clothing
their races in convincing fashion. records. Idaho’s “one man team,” Don Johnson, had a field over the center barrier with two
the low hurdles event, missing the
Special
orders for parties
on base gave Alpha Tau Omega its
Callsen was Whitman’s ace, scoring
First door north of Coffee Parlor
day. He took three firsts and tied for another by throwing sixth win Saturday. Rotering and
taken.
state mark by a tenth of a second.
six points and running in the win
Jim Seyler gained individual
the javelin 207 feet, hurling the discus 145 feet, heaving the Lubick scored ahead of Kruzic in
ning relay teams.
scoring honors with 14 points. Seythe third-inning rally. O’Connor’s
Excellent 'weather conditions shot 48 feet and high-jumping 6 feet. He scored 19 points.
greeted athletes whose schools
Heartbreaking episode for Missoula high was furnished in single scored Morrow for the last
NOW IS THE TIME—THIS IS THE PLACE
clashed on cinder and sod for the its dual meet with Butte Saturday. The local scholastics led Tau tally.
If you like our meals—
Bradley walked in the first in
first time in history.
For that 40 for 1 Lubrication Job
60 2-3 to 56 1-3 with the mile relay event remaining on thei ning and scored on Wameeke’s
tell your friends.
Missionaries Lead
S M A R T 'S S E R V I C E S T A T IO N
If not — tell us.
With victories in the shot put, card. Butte’s first man jumped the gun and as he sped away triple for the SAEs. Peterson hit
Texas-leaguer to score Warnwhere Miller bested Shaffer by a the chief timer’s gat failed to fire attempting to recall, leaving
South Higgins and Sixth
Keene Fountain Lunch foot, in the 440-yard relay and mile the Missoula lad 10 yards behind.
ecke and end the SAE scoring. The
Across from High School
SAEs finished their schedule with
run, Missionaries jumped off to a
SPORTIPS. . .
four wins and four losses as a re
FO R M O T H E R
20-12 lead. Emigh captured the
No state league this year so Missoula’s Store players are all sult of the loss.
century dash but Whitman’s Norris
Whitman’s Candies
Moore scored the first Tau run
Get Your
defeated Godfrey in the mile to free-lancers. Anaconda could not supply the $200 entrance
OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
keep Whitman ahead. Blue-ribbon fee and neither could Great Falls___ A meeting tonight here in the second on Poe’s single.
RECOMMENDATION
5 0 c to $3 . 0 0
Batteries: ATO, Lubick and
winners Seyler and Holmquist then in Missoula will discuss 1938 version of the Western Montana
Garden and Lawn Implements
Morrow; SAE, Schulte and Shields.
Hall Bros. Cards
gave Montana a lead that was
Theta Chi, 10; Sig Eps, 7
• Now At a Saving
never relinquished. Clean sweeps league___Storemen might face Bitter Root and Flathead val
5 c to $1 .0 0
Theta Chi won its first game
in five events, in which 45 points ley pitchers this summer.. . . Missoulian’s sport jabster, Ray
were scored, were decisive factors Rocene, counted the territory gained from scrimmage by Milt Saturday with well-placed hits jn
Basement of B & H Jewelry
Harkness-Allen
in Montana’s triumph.
Popovich in three years of play. Result of his tabulation the first and third innings. The
101 East Main S t
In a special feature, ex-Grizzly showed Popo made 1,960 yards on rushing plays, which does Sig Eps rallied in the fourth and
Drug Co.
fifth but could not hit Pitcher
Thompson & Marlenee, Props. Jack Rose ran the best mile of his
not include punt and kickoff returns, passes completed or in String Miller.
life in the time of 4 minutes 29 6-10
Wysel, Lowry and J e 11 i s o n
seconds. Rose defeated two fresh-, tercepted. . . . Interscholastic first-place repeater looks like
men who alternated, each running Gustafson of Corvallis, who has tossed the spear 181 feet scored for the Sig Eps in the first.
Edie,
Peterson, Sweeney, Tabor,
a half-mile.
already.
T Y PEW RITERS
Bone and Thompson crossed the
Officials for the meet were: Chief
Sold—Rented — Repaired
plate
for
Theta Chi in the first.
starter, Eddie Chinske; clerk of

White
Flannel
Trousers

{TYPEWRITER!
SU PPLY |
ROYAL
PORTABLE

* r . 5 0

5

Barneys

Metropole
Barber Shop

uci/s

ENRICHES THE FLAVOR

CONVENIENT TERMS

Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade

Phone 24S7

GOODYEAR TIRES
With Lifetime Tire Guarantee
Will take you over many happy
summer miles.

O.J. MUELLERCO.

Sander Johnson

George Janke

Frank Spon, Prop.

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner Higgins and Broadway

HEY!
You get the girl, we’ve got the car
to take her there and get her
back —

See the
$

05

.° °

Specials

course, Lefty Hoagland; assistant,
Tex Brown; chief judge, Jiggs
Dahlberg; finish timers, Doug Fes
senden, L. A. Colby, M. Homer, K.
Duff.
Summary
100-yard dash: Emigh, Montana,
Callsen, Whitman, second; Hoon,
Montana, third. Time, 9.7 seconds,
j 220-yard dash: Emigh, Montana,
first; Callsen, Whitman, second;
Boyer, Montana, third. Time, 20.7
seconds.
440-yard dash: Norris, Whitman,
first; Olson, Montana, second; Fair
banks, Whitman, third. Time, 51
seconds.
880-yard run: H. Fairbanks,
Whitman, first; Swanberg, Mon
tana, second; Merriam, Whitman,
third. Time, 2:01.3.
Mile run: P. Kilby, Whitman,
first; Godfrey, Montana, second;
Peterson, Whitman, third. Time,
4:34.5.
Two-mile run: Gitchell, Mon
tana, first; Pachico, Montana, sec
ond; Payne, Montana, third. Time,
9:56.8.
440-yard relay: Whitman, first.
Norris, Davis, Dusenberry, Callsen.
Time, 43.2 seconds.
120-yard high hurdles: Eiselein,
Montana, first; Brown, Montana,
second; Hileman, Montana, third.
Time, 14.9 seconds.
220-yard low hurdles: Eiselein,
Montana, first; Hileman, Montana,
second; Nybo, Montana, third.
Time, 24.9 seconds.
Pole vault: Tie between Seyler,

They’re Here!
These new Clothcraft Suits
for Spring are so new that
six months ago they were on
a sheep’s back — they’re so
new that six months from
now they’ll still be the back
bone of good style no matter
where you find them.

* 2 2 .5 0 to
* 3 0 .0 0

Montana, and Stetcher, Whitman,
tor first; tie between Jacoby, Mon
tana, and Lazetich, Montana, tor
third. Height, 11 feet 6 inches.
High jump: Seyler, Montana,
first; Lazetich, Montana, second;
Williams, Montana, third. Height,
5 feet 10 inches.
Broad jump: Seyler, Montana,
first; Wheatley, Montana, second;
Olson, Montana, third. Distance,
21 feet 9% inches.
Javelin: Holmquist, Montana,
first; Robison, Whitman, second;
Shaffer, Montana, third. Distance,
179 feet 6 inches.
Discus: Stejer, Montana, first;
Pennager, Whitman, second; Smith,
Whitman, third. Distance, 122 feet
2 inches.
Shot put: Miller, Whitman, first;
Shaffer, Montana, Second; Robison,
Whitman, third. Distance, 42 feet
5% inches.
One-mile relay: Whitman. Davis,
H. Fairbanks, Norris, B. Fair
banks.

DRAGSTEDTS
•’Everyiluii^ Al. i. l\, .„
OPPOSITE X. I*. DEPOT

Sigma Nu and Maverick tennis
teams will play for the Interfratem ity title this .week, when
weather permits. The champion
ship match formerly was sched
uled for Sunday afternoon.
The Maverick squad, Ed Jewett,
John Forssen, Ben Martin, Famio
Mario, Heath Bottomley, Dwight
Millegan and Pierce Bailey, has
beaten Sigma Chi and Sigma Phi
Epsilon. The Sigma flu team, Stan
Ames, Jack Kretzer, Norman Han
son, A1 Karsted and Joe Burns, has
defeated Theta Chi and Phi Delta
Theta.

Don King, varsity No. 1 man on
the 10-man tennis ladder, success
fully defended his title against
Jack Chisholm, No. 2, in week-end
varsity workouts. Art Merrick
kept his No. 3 post from Ed Jewett,
No. 4 man,
Ed Erlandson challenged and de
feated Tom Hazelrigg for No. 5
position. Ed Jewett successfully
defended No. 4 rung against Hazel
rigg, No. 6.
Ryan, Mario, Hull and Ingram
hold the next four ladder posi
tions.

Your friendly Columbia station

THE FIR ST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

Always the Best
At Lower Prices
We call for and deliver free.

COLLING SHOE SHOP
Phone 6381

626 S. Higgins

OF ANY TOBACCO.

I TH E STORE FOR MEN I

I GEO. T . HOWARD I

Tryouts for May Fete dances will
be held Monday, May 2, at 5 o’clock
in the Women’s gymnasium. AWS
urges all girls 5 feet 4 inches or
taller to come to tryouts.
Keep your radio dial set on

The
First National Bank

Wysel scored on an error in the
second.
Bone, Thompson, Miller and
(Continued on Page Four)

Don King Keeps
Top Tennis Rung

Dyeing - Shining - Repairing

H . 0 . Bell C o m p a n y

Top Net Teams
To Decide Title

1260
The

College Shop
Missoula Merc. Co.

Offers the best lines —
style, quality, economy.
— DOBBS HATS
— ARROW SHIRTS
— ARROW TIES
— ARROW
KERCHIEFS
— LEATHER
JACKETS
— POLO SHIRTS
— SPRING SLACKS
—NEW ANKLETS
— BUSH COATS
■ ■ pipefuls of fragrant tobacco ii
every 2-ox. tin of Prince Albert

H o n e y In Vello-Bole
Im proves all to b a cc o s. You
spend a t least $20 for tobacco in
a y e ar— $1 spent on Yeilo-Bole
makes th a t $20 worth of tobacco
taste twice as good I G et younfc

ELLO-BOLE

THE

Page Four

Band to Start
Concert Trip

Mavericks, Taus
Hold Loop Lead
(Continued from Page Three)

MONTANA

EXHUMED
Squad Stages Production Book
To Be Distributed
reciprocal trade treaties. By the
“Best Game”
Free distribution of the book time you get to breakfast you not
entitled “Montana’s Production for only have a grasp of the situation,
Of Campaign 1930-38” will begin June 1 to but you find you have on one
(Continued from P a so Two)

Turnquist brought the Theta Chi
groom, and Vernon Christensen, total to 10 in the third. Lowry
business men, bankers, journalists dancing pump and one tennis shoe.
and Jim Miller started a rally in
bassoonist, as minister.
“This was the best game of and any others interested, John But it won’t take long to change,
At the conclusion of the tour the the fifth that Theta Chi support
spring practice so far,” said Coach Willard, research assistant in the and you can be thinking about the
university band will have traveled stopped.
Doug Fessenden after watching economics department and editor CIO while you do it.
2,255 miles during the school year.
Sig Eps, 7; Sigma Nu, 6
Take the time you spend walk
two selected elevens battle in a of the production, announced to
The band appeared at all the Griz
ing to school. Just so many min
Sigma Phi Epsilon pushed three scrimmage session Saturday morn day.
zly football games last fall except runs over the plate in the fifth to
utes
wasted saying “Hi, George.
The
book
contains
60
pages
of
ing. "I was glad to see the boys
the Texas Tech clash. The band nose out Sigma Nu Friday after
make so much yardage against graphs and charts illustrating the How’d you like that quiz yester
has appeared at 41 university noon. Jellison drove in Miller for
day?”
Instead, you might be out
each other. Both teams worked to production of the state in the fields
functions during the year that in the winning run, Wysel and Lowry
of agriculture, mining, lumbering lining, your time for the day. This
gether well,” said the head man.
clude football, basketball, parades, having tied the score.
The Frank Nugent-to-Chuck and business. While last year’s will not only give you the reputa
rallies and informal events.
Sigma Nu got two runs in the Williams pass combination ac book gave the statistics in physi tion of being queer but will give
first, one in the second, one in the counted for two scores, giving Reds cal units only, this year’s book you a great deal of satisfaction
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet at 8 third and two in the fifth, with a 13-6 triumph over Whites. gives the dollar value also. One with your own daring every time
o'clock tonight in the large meet Larson, Thomson, Marcus and Whites’ lone tally also came on a thousand copies have been mimeo you break the schedule.
ing room in the Student Union.
Jack Miller scoring.
pass when Jim Rooley made a bril graphed.
Financed by the university with
Batteries: Sig Eps, Miller, Jelli liant grab of Jenkin’s long touch
son and Helms; Sigma Nu, Marcus down toss in the Anal quarter. the NYA furnishing labor, the fa
e V bvM fvi/yo
COMPLETE
and Thomson.
Aerial heaves featured the strug cilities of the economics-sociologi
It’s Better Dry Cleaning
BANKING SERVICE
cal department have been com
Phi Delta Theta won by a forfeit gle, waged in hot weather.
from Phi Sigma Kappa Saturday
Dial 2151
Backfield men Frank Nugent and bined in the publication of the
The Western Montana morning.
Rollie Lundberg, pitching duel book. Last year’s book, edited by
Florence Laundry Co.
National Bank
Games This Week
principals; Jack Olsen, Bill Rolston H. J. Jordan, was the first in what
is to be an annual publication.
.Missoula, Montana
Tuesday—4 o’clock, Phi Delts vs. and Fred Jenkin sparkled, while
Sig Eps; umpire, Mariana. Wed huge Aldo Forte, Jim Spelman,
The acappella choir and women’s
nesday—4 o’clock, Phi Sigs vs. Bill Mufich and Glenn Van Bramer
glee club will rehearse at 7:15
Theta Chi; umpire, Flynn. Thurs performed effectively in the line.
Thursday
night, Dean DeLoss
Whites
Receive
day—4 o’clock, Mavericks vs. ATO;
Whites received the kickoff. Rol- Smith of the music school an
umpire, Ahders. Friday—4 o’clock,
Sigma Chi vs. Phi Delts; umpire, Ilie Lundberg’s passing and plung nounced last night.
Mariana. Saturday—10 o’clock, ing chalked up four consecutive
ATO vs. Sigma Nu; umpire, Wysel. I first downs. Jenkin intercepted a
1 o’clock, Mavericks vs. Sig Eps; pass, then Nugent, Olsen and Mor The Home of Fine Furniture
umpire, Flynn. 3 o’clock, Phi Delts ris paced a Red drive. Neither team
was able to make major gains in
vs. Theta Chi; umpire, Mariana.
JEN SEN
Verene’s Beauty Studio
the first or second periods.
F U R N IT U R E
408 South Sixth Street East
Bill Rolston shook loose for a 25Four blocks from North Hall
This delicious, dairyyard run on one of the first plays
Let us do your
135 West Main
Phone 4521
made orangeage...the
of the second half. With the ball
LAUNDRY AND
favored natural fruit
inside their own five-yard line as
CLEANING
iuice drink.
a result of a plunge and penalty,
p i Bottles where good beverages
Whites stone-walled three Red
Missoula Laundry
v y n tall Quarts for HookUse
touchdown attempts. Whites, with I
Phone 3118
Neil Johnson and Riveland aiding
GARDEN CITY
backfield mates Lundberg and Jen
DAIRIES
kin, pushed the ball up field for
Phone 4108
MONTANA TEACHERS three first downs. Fred Jenkin lim
Free enrollment. Register now bered up his passing arm and com-1
for 1938. 23 years Superior
Ipleted a 10-yard toss to Dowling
Service. Member N. A. T. A.
and then a slightly longer pass to
Huff Teachers Agency Rooley as the third quarter ended. I
Just off the Campus
On the first play of the final
University Avenue and Helen
There are no flowers in
quarter, Jenkin faded back and
pitched a 25-yard touchdown pass
her garden as lovely as
to Rooley who snared the ball on
the goal and fell across for the first
those you send.
score. Red linemen blocked the
White attempted conversion. Reds
soon recovered a White fumble but
A well-selected stock of
were stopped cold. Whites found
Order now for out-of-town delivery
the Red line too tough and punted.
COSTUME JEWELRY
and save additional charges.
Fireworks Start
With the ball on his own 40-yard
line, Signal Barker Frankie Nugent
started his brilliant aerial fire
works. A pass to Williams netted
Across from the Wilma
120 yards, then a surprise shovel
pass brought six more. Nugent
again completed a toss to Williams
and followed with a heave to Mor
ris for 20 yards more. Nugent found
Williams tor an 11-yard touch
down heave. Goal attempt was
wide.
Nugent put himself in the hero’s
role when he intercepted a White
pass and then on the next play
completed a long pass to Williams
for the winning touchdown. Nugent
skirted end for the extra and final
point of the ball game.
{Continued from Pane One)
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KAIMIN
And there’s all those hours of the students did any thinking at
wasted in class. Perhaps you feel all, on any subject. The odd, hope
that out of courtesy to the profes less look which characterizes so
sor you ought to draw cartoons many of our educators is the re
and work on the lesson for the sult of a growing conviction that
next hour (all the while maintain not only has nobody listened to
ing a studious and interested ex that lecture for the last twenty
pression) instead of improving years, but nobody thought about
your mind by independent con anything during the process.
Now is the time to pack more
structive thinking.
As a matter of fact, most pro Iconstructive thinking into every
I
spare
moment. Mind over what
fessors would be delighted if any

MOTHER’SDAY
Is May 8th

Now Showing

Borg Jewelry 6* Optical
Company

Garden City Floral Company

does it matter. What if you do
forget to put on your pants before
coming to class? People will ad
mire your nerve for wearing cords.

M A Y 8th

M O T H E R ’S D A Y
Sunday, May 8
Remember Mother on her day — a
good gift from The Mercantile will
be a thoughtful way to remember
your Mother.

A FEW S U G G E S T I O N S
Hosiery
Fine Lingerie
Costume Jewelry
Purses
Gloves
House Slippers
A Dress — A House Coat
Blouses
Wash Frocks
Travel Luggage
Fostoria Glassware
Toasters — Waffle Irons — Radios
Mix-Master

a p erfect g ift for
a perfect mother...

M 0JU D
SILK S T O C K IN G S
• M o t h e r s e ve ry w h e re
delight in the sheer perfec
tion of M ojud Clari-phanes.
A n d they get additional joy
from the wey they w e a r . . .
So

cross off the

question

m arls on your list o f mothers
you want to rem em ber. . .
and

RO Y r A h i n V
Delicious and fresh,
DVSA
jn attractive
Mother’s Day gift boxes.
♦l - *1.25 - *2 up to *6.25
Wrapped for mailing if you wish.

w rite

“ M o ju d

ii

MgJUD

C la r i

ph a n e s” I

79c to *1.35

TLcMERCANTILE»»
« « MISSOULA'S OLDEST, LARGEST AND BEST STORE

Patronize Kaimln Advertisers

\l

o e

To Prove This

QouJbvui.

HUe.O. 8. Pat. Off.

MAKE-UP STAYS
ON L O N G E R !
Use finishing cream at home
before powdering 1It takes only
seconds but saves the time and
annoyance of hourly repow
dering. To enable you to make
the test yourself w e offer this
sensational value.

Chesterfield a n d A n d re
f t a d b v ijC L

Bag. U. 8. Pat. Off,

$1.00 FINISHING CREAM
$1.00 FACE POWDER

K ostelanetz . .. they bring
more pleasure to m illions

$2.00 Value for only $1.25

$ 8 .9 5
The Right Price
for the Student

Every Color — Every Size

B a r b a r a G o u ld F in is h in g
Cream is the perfect founda
tion cream. It has a lotion base
and cannot cause a shine.

Barbara Gould Face Powder
is used by thousands of women
both here and abro ad because
of its fine texture and its fresh,
youthful shades.

Special otter lor Halted time
only.

Swing Skirts — Boleros — Prints

Priess Ready-to-Wear

Smith’s Drug
Store

...real pleasure...carefree pleasure!
Y ou enjoy it in Chesterfield’s refresh
ing mildness and better ta ste. . . that
“extra something” that makes you
stick to Chesterfields.
Chesterfields are made of the world’s best
cigarette ingredients. .. mild ripe tobaccos. ..
home-grown and aromatic Turkish... and pure
cigarette paper. When you light a Chesterfield
you’re smoking the cigarette that Satisfies.

w ill give yo u M OKE PLEASURE
than a n y cigarette yo u ever sm oked
Copyright 1938, iiGcrrr & Myers Tobacco Co.

